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Abstract 

This document captures the input received from the half-day workshop titled “Public Safety Mobile 

Application Security Requirements” organized by the Association of Public-Safety Communications 

Officials (APCO) International, in cooperation with FirstNet and the Department of Commerce and held 

on February 25, 2014. This first-of-its-kind workshop was attended by public safety practitioners, mobile 

application developers, industry experts, and government officials who contributed their experience and 

knowledge to provide input in identifying security requirements for public safety mobile applications. 
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1. Introduction 

On February 25, 2014, the Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials (APCO) International, 

in cooperation with FirstNet and the Department of Commerce held a half-day workshop titled “Public 

Safety Mobile Application Security Requirements” attended by public safety practitioners, mobile 

application developers, industry experts, and government officials. In this first-of-its-kind workshop, 

attendees contributed their experience and knowledge to provide input in identifying security 

requirements for public safety mobile applications.  The following document describes the workshop and 

captures the input that was received from the workshop attendees. A list of registered workshop attendees 

can be found in Appendix C. 

1.1 Workshop Organizers  

The Public Safety Mobile Application Security Requirements Workshop was organized and planned by 

representatives from APCO, FirstNet and the Department of Commerce. Each of the workshop organizers 

has a vested interest in ensuring that public safety mobile applications are developed to meet the 

functional, capability, security, and usability needs of the public safety community.  

APCO is the world’s oldest and largest organization of public safety communications professionals. Its 

members include state and local employees of law enforcement, fire, and emergency medical service 

departments, as well as 9-1-1 Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) and emergency operations centers. 

APCO serves public safety communications practitioners by providing professional development, 

technical assistance, advocacy, training, and outreach. In addition, APCO is an American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI) accredited standards developer.  

On April 23, 2013, APCO launched the online Application Community (AppComm), a collection of 

mobile applications related to public safety and emergency response for use by the general public and first 

responders. AppComm includes a catalog of more than 180 applications sortable by category (fire, 

emergency medical services, police, etc.) and function (situational awareness, educational tools, disaster, 

etc.). The site serves as the single, trusted forum to learn about existing applications, rate and comment on 

applications, suggest ideas for new apps, and provide feedback on a variety of application-related issues. 

In addition, AppComm has resources for developers of mobile applications for public safety such as a list 

of Key Attributes for Public Safety and Emergency Response (Key Attributes), which is described in 

greater detail in Section 1.3.  

FirstNet is an independent authority within the Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications 

and Information Administration (NTIA) charged with building, operating, and maintaining the first 

interoperable nationwide wireless broadband network based on Long Term Evolution (LTE) dedicated to 

public safety. A major benefit of an LTE based interoperable nationwide wireless broadband network is 

the ability to deliver multimedia data (text, video, and voice) to public safety communication devices 

using mobile applications. Since mobile application technology will be part of the nationwide wireless 

broadband network for public safety, it is important to understand the impact (including security 

implications) the technology may have on the network.  

In addition to FirstNet, the Department of Commerce is home to a joint program run by NTIA and the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) called the Public Safety Communications 

Research (PSCR) program. PSCR performs research, development, testing, and evaluation to foster 

nationwide public safety communications interoperability on behalf of their sponsors at the Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Interoperability and Compatibility (OIC)/ Office of Emergency 

Communication (OEC) and FirstNet. Working with public safety organizations (e.g., APCO and the 
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National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC)), PSCR draws on public safety 

communications requirements provided by public safety practitioners to ground their efforts in the needs 

of the public safety community. In 2013, PSCR began cyber security research efforts related to public 

safety communications including public safety mobile application security. The public safety mobile 

application security effort focuses on improving the mobile application development process, specifically 

the mobile application testing tools, by understanding and collecting the security requirements relevant to 

the public safety community. 

1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Workshop 

The public safety community is composed of various different disciplines, such as law enforcement, 

firefighters, and emergency medical technicians, with a unique public service mission implying the need 

for different mobile application security requirements from the general public. The purpose of the Public 

Safety Mobile Application Security Requirements Workshop was to identify and document an initial set 

of mobile application security requirements relevant to the public safety community.  

Some of the public safety mobile application security requirements may be addressed using techniques 

after the application is deployed. The following are a few examples of these techniques: mobile device 

profile management, mobile application whitelisting, scanning the mobile device for installed malware, 

and network security. Since these techniques are highly dependent on the mobile application’s operating 

environment and outside the control of the mobile application developer, these techniques were 

considered outside the scope of this workshop.  

Instead, the scope of the workshop focused on how the public safety mobile application security 

requirements might be addressed as part of the application development process that can be influenced by 

mobile application developers. Using software assurance techniques to mitigate mobile application 

software vulnerabilities is one way public safety security requirements could be addressed as part of the 

mobile application development process.   

1.3 Summary of APCO Key Attributes 

APCO’s Key Attributes of Effective Apps for Public Safety and Emergency Response describes a 

working set of considerations for all public safety mobile applications. The document limits its scope to 

mobile applications intended for use on mobile devices (such as smartphones and tablets). It identifies 

twelve categories that define what makes an effective mobile application.  The following 10 categories 

were chosen as discussion topics for the workshop:  

1. Operability 

2. User Support 

3. Security 

4. Privacy/Confidentiality 

5. Content 

6. Location Information 

7. User Experience  
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8. Communicating with 9-1-1 

9. Sending Data to PSAPS and Public Communications Centers 

10. Interface with PSAPs and Public Safety Communications Centers 

A presentation of APCO’s Key Attributes was provided to the workshop attendees and can be found in 

Appendix F.   

1.4 Workshop Description 

The half-day workshop was set up as an interactive event where the public safety community could 

describe mobile application security requirements relevant to them to the mobile application experts that 

attended the workshop. The workshop consisted of three sessions: a welcome and background session, 

two facilitated breakout discussion sessions, and a wrap-up session.   

The welcome and background session provided attendees with the overall objectives, scope, and structure 

of the workshop. In addition, a brief overview of the mobile application topics to be discussed in the 

breakout sessions was provided and some initial discussions were had. The presentations provided to the 

workshop attendees can be found in Appendix F.  

The following mobile application topics were identified before the workshop for discussion based on 

APCO’s Key Attributes document as well as other important topics being discussed in the mobile 

application space:  

 Battery Life 

 Unintentional Denial of Service (DoS) 

 Mobile Application Vetting 

 Location Information 

 Data Protection 

 Identity Management  

The overview was followed by two 75-minute breakout sessions during which the attendees were divided 

into two groups. Attention was made to keep each of the groups as diverse as possible by distributing 

developers and first responders evenly between the groups. During each session, each group was asked to 

discuss three of the mobile applications topics. This allowed for all attendees to weigh in on each of the 

six topics through the course of the workshop. Each session was framed by example first responder 

scenarios as well as questions to stimulate discussion. This material was provided to attendees prior to the 

workshop and can be found in Appendix E. 

The facilitators of the breakout session encouraged participants to provide their insight on the pre-

identified security requirements as well as solicited input of other possible security requirements that were 

important to public safety but not initially identified.    

During the wrap up session, a workshop facilitator provided a brief discussion of the events and afforded 

attendees one last opportunity to express their insights on the various topics. In addition, the attendees 
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were informed of the development of a white paper (this document) to capture the results of the workshop 

and that meeting participants would have an opportunity to review the document before final publication.     

1.5 Document Structure 

The remainder of this document captures the results of the discussion and provides recommended paths 

forward as well as refinements and additions to APCO Key Attributes document. For each of the topics 

identified before the workshop, there is a section identifying the existing APCO key attribute associated 

with the topic, a summary of the breakout session discussion of the topic, possible next steps that could be 

explored related to the topic, and possible refinements and additions to the list of APCO key attributes (if 

any). The document concludes with suggested paths forward. 
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2. Battery Life 

 

2.1 Existing Key Attribute 

 Minimal strain on battery life 

2.2 Breakout Session Summary 

An unpowered device cannot aid a first responder in fulfilling their mission. Therefore understanding the 

power draw of an application on a mobile device is vital when choosing which applications are deployed 

for use on FirstNet. Measuring battery impact is a non-trivial exercise. An application’s battery impact 

can be influenced by its architecture, host operating system, and host hardware.  While the battery impact 

of applications may be mitigated as battery hardware improves or through the use of auxiliary power 

solutions, the issue of battery use will remain relevant. Furthermore, some organizations may rely on 

mobile devices that come from extra-organizational sources. Battery technology may remain an unknown 

factor in these Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) environments. 

First responders will stress their devices in ways which differ from consumer mobile device users. 

Depending on their circumstances, some may be operating in areas with impaired network integrity. They 

may have special requirements for location awareness and GPS. Firefighters can be exposed to extreme 

temperatures. Others may need to stream high quality video or, in the case of an incident commander, 

consume multiple video streams. The availability of potentially numerous live data streams which will be 

made available on FirstNet will present additional challenges.  

The demands on first responder mobile devices will vary with the role of the first responder and their 

environment. Field agents may require up to twelve or more hours of battery life, while incident 

responders may be tethered to a power source.  Some first responders may require constant usage of their 

device’s screen whereas others may use their devices as simple radios. 

When selecting applications for use on FirstNet, first responders need the ability to both mitigate an 

application’s battery impact and compare competing application’s battery impact.  Various tools, 

methodologies, and metrics exist for measuring application battery impact. These include analytic 

techniques that attempt to address application inefficiencies for remediation by developers. There are also 

techniques that attempt to assign quantitative consumption scores to applications. Further work needs to 

be done to evaluate their effectiveness and appropriateness for use in public safety. 

To both prepare and adapt to the multitude of circumstances faced by first responders, public safety 

applications should allow for remote configuration of their power consumption. This configuration can 

come from two primary sources. The first comes in the form of a power management profile tailored for a 

first responder’s specific needs. For example, a firefighter may have very different power needs from a 

police officer. Power management profiles for a first responder’s specific needs can be applied to a device 

prior to it entering the field. Applications that expose themselves to this profile could adjust their behavior 

by changing their network interactions, processing requirements, or shutting themselves off completely. 

The second method of remote power management takes the form of an on-demand control made by a 

centralized authority like an incident commander. It was made clear during the proceedings that this level 

of power consumption control is vital as device power management is likely out of scope for first 

responders as they carry out their respective duties. Work in this space needs to be done to evaluate the 

technical feasibilities of these requirements as their implications may be out of scope for this document.  
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2.3 Next Steps 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of existing metrics for battery usage. If no suitable metric exists, the 

public safety community may need to establish one. 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of power management profiles based on different first responder roles. 

 Evaluate the feasibility of remote power management. 

2.4 APCO Key Attribute Refinement and Additions 

 Applications should report their battery impact using accurate battery metrics. 

 Battery intensive applications should be dynamically configurable to adjust their power needs. 

Possible options include: 

o User control 

o Role/mission based power management profiles  

o Real time remote control to meet situational demands 
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3. Unintentional Denial of Service (DoS) 

 

3.1 Exiting Key Attribute 

None 

3.2 Breakout Session Summary 

Much like the battery life discussion, the topic of unintentional denial of service became a conversation of 

how to manage potentially limited resources. This topic is further complicated as the exact limitations of 

the FirstNet LTE deployment are still unknown and likely to change from deployment to deployment and 

situation to situation.  This uncertainty, combined with the previous experiences of public safety with 

non-LTE commercial networks, has left the first responder community interested in how FirstNet will 

perform when stressed. Workshop participants voiced concern on the impact of multitudes of first 

responders saturating local cells with data such as voice, location and of most concern, video.  Video 

upload will likely place the most strain on FirstNet and is one of the easiest network demands to 

conceptualize. Participants envisioned many scenarios involving multiple video streams being made 

available to incident commanders during an emergency.    

The group consensus was a call for remote monitoring of network traffic and remote management of 

bandwidth consumers. This would allow incident commanders to identify and mitigate applications that 

consume an inappropriate amount of network resources. Furthermore, it would allow dynamically 

stratifying network users by the current importance of their data in order to parcel out network bandwidth.  

The central question is what mechanisms, or combination thereof, will control the throttling of FirstNet 

devices. The Quality of Service (QoS) features built into LTE may serve to remediate some network 

congestion issues on FirstNet. It is unclear if they can provide the on-demand level of granular control 

first responders might need.  

3.3 Next Steps 

 Identify and explain to public safety community how to use FirstNet efficiently in terms of 

network throughput. 

 Discover the real world network load limitations of LTE deployments.  

 Evaluate the applicability/appropriateness of vendor QoS features for use in on demand first 

responder network control. 

3.4 APCO Key Attribute Refinement and Additions 

 Applications must prove they use the network in an efficient and responsible manner. 
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4. Mobile Application Vetting 

 

4.1 Existing Key Attributes 

 Free from malicious code 

 Secure from known vulnerabilities, or fully disclose known vulnerabilities 

4.2 Breakout Session Discussion Summary 

The breakout session focused on the need to have apps tested by a reputable source.  As with other 

potentially life critical software, it is vital that the software be reliable and secure.  There are two primary 

needs in app vetting.  The first is to address vetting for apps intended for use by first responders and the 

second is for those intended for use by the public (referred to as crowd-serving apps, to not confuse public 

safety and the general public).    

For first responder apps, the most pressing need is to have a vetting process that focuses on attributes that 

are unique or especially important to the public safety community, such as those laid out in this 

document.  

There is a potential disconnect between the stringent needs of the public safety communication system 

and the free-flowing development and use of apps on mobile phones.  Users expect to use apps to meet 

specific needs.  This presents both a significant management challenge and a technical/procedural 

challenge to vet apps that the public safety community may find useful.  It has been shown to be a very 

effective means of bringing in new apps and ideas to “crowd source” them to the entire app development 

community. To be useful to the community, there needs to be a registry of apps that describes their ability 

to meet the public safety requirements profile. AppComm could serve this need.  

Some public safety organizations may require that only apps complying with some set of public safety-

relevant characteristics can be used.  To be cost effective, it is generally best to develop a profile and for 

an organization to certify products as meeting that profile. This makes it easy for app developers to build 

to the profile and, therefore, meet the need of their intended users. 

 Some public safety organizations will use this registry to pick apps that best meet their needs at the best 

price and not limit themselves to a specific profile.    

To meet these agencies’ needs, the registry needs to list capabilities and limitations in a clear and 

consistent manner.  This gives public safety organizations the ability to make cost benefit tradeoffs to 

meet their highest priority needs within budgetary constraints.   

The main building blocks of an app vetting infrastructure are:  

 Public safety related requirements 

 Test protocols to characterize whether and to what extent an app meets the requirements 

 Testing of apps and listing test results on a registry 

 Public safety profiles 
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 Certifying organizations   

There is a second concern related to apps for first responders based on general aspects of software quality.   

Software quality determines whether an app is likely to fail and whether its presence harms security in 

some way.   

Like many apps used by diverse communities, public safety needs apps that do not cause security or other 

software quality failures.  Since there are so many communities with similar needs, the marketplace has 

responded with numerous app vetting services.  The public safety community can leverage these to meet 

their needs and does not need to develop a unique solution.   

For crowd-serving apps, it is important for the public safety community to help educate the general public 

on how an app should interact with the public safety system. App developers need to be made aware of 

what data is appropriate to deliver to public safety systems and what mechanisms are appropriate for that 

delivery. This is something the public safety community understands and may not be widely known by 

public safety application developers.  

Crowd-serving apps present a different challenge for vetting. Some requirements are universal, such as 

whether the app accurately describes its privacy policy.  For example, does the app transmit identifying 

information, location information, or other demographics?   

Beyond this, a critical issue is how both public safety practitioner centric and crowd-serving apps send 

and receive information from the public safety system. The public is likely to miss nuances between an 

app that communicates with a security center and one that communicates with a 9-1-1 center. There is an 

APCO standard in development that is focused on providing a uniform interface for apps to public safety 

communications systems. On March 4, 2013, APCO filed a Project Initiation Notification to develop an 

ANSI standard for applications that interface with public safety communications centers and public safety 

responders.  The completion of this standard is an important step toward ensuring that these applications 

are efficient, interoperable, and reliable.  

 

4.3 Next Steps 

 Establishment of a testing and certification infrastructure for apps for public safety. 

 Development of guidelines for how the public safety community can take advantage of software 

quality and security work in the general mobile app marketplace.   

 Completion of a standard interface to public safety, which may include an API, providing 

developers with uniform interaction with public safety systems. 

 Identifying and documenting methods of communicating with the public how apps actually 

interact with the public safety system.   
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5. Data Protection  

 

5.1 Existing Key Attributes 

 Sensitive information is stored and transmitted using encryption 

5.2 Breakout Session Discussion Summary 

First responders will access, transmit, and store various types of information using applications on their 

mobile devices. Data protection is divided into three categories: preventing information from 

unauthorized disclosure (confidentiality), guarding information from unauthorized modification 

(integrity), and providing access to information when it is needed (availability).  In general, the 

information owner determines the data protection requirements for their information. These requirements 

may be motivated by law, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), as 

well as policy requirements like the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s (FBI) Criminal Justice Information 

Services (CJIS) Security Policy. Understanding the data protection requirements for the information being 

accessed and created by a public safety mobile application is crucial for both application developers as 

well as first responder end users.  

The law enforcement representatives at the workshop indicated that CJIS defines the standard for the 

protection of their data via the FBI’s CJIS Security Policy. They indicated that the FBI allows for 

agencies to self-certify to the CJIS requirements and agencies are themselves responsible for their 

compliance to the requirements.  

It was the consensus of the workshop that app developers should be presented with a baseline set of data 

protection capabilities/functionality that represents the minimum need for public safety. A baseline set of 

data protection would need a public safety information classification system or framework. In order to 

protect data consistently, developers need to know what information can/should be shared, whom can the 

information be shared with, and how the sharing is controlled. Some information can be shared with 

anyone. However, protecting the integrity and availability of public information is important. Sensitive 

information may only be intended for authorized recipients making the confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability of this data critical. Developers may stand to benefit from unified data dictionaries describing 

first responder-specific information types and the data protection requirements for each.  

Participants also acknowledged overzealous data protection may introduce availability, performance, and 

cost that will interfere with or inhibit the ability of first responders to carry out their missions. Developers 

need a good understanding of how availability, performance, and cost relate to each other in order to 

balance them and create an effective, useful application. 

To organize and provide a framework for how availability, performance, and cost relate to each other, 

participants posited the notion of having different data protection tiers based on the types of data 

protection provided. Mobile application developers could then choose the tier their application would be 

comply with. Mobile application users could select applications with the appropriate data protection for 

their intended use.  

Another issue that needs to be discussed is the exchange of information between the public and first 

responders and the related data protection requirements.  
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With respect to implementing data protection mechanisms, the developers at the workshop expressed a 

strong desire for a specification of the needed functionality/capability as opposed to a software developer 

kit/application programming interface (SDK/API). Participants were concerned mandating specific third 

party SDK/APIs would stifle application developers. However, the central concern is then how can 

applications be vetted/verified for compliance. SDKs are good for compliance as once the SDK is 

reviewed it can be reused; however a specification is needed to review each application for compliance. 

Still there was consensus from participants that an official data protection specification is the best solution 

moving forward.  

As many public safety mobile applications will keep sensitive data in the mobile device’s memory, the 

question about how to protect data in memory from bad/malicious applications was raised. There are 

many potential solutions for addressing this concern. However, most are outside the scope of the 

application and the application developer’s control.   

5.3 Next Steps 

 Develop a data protection specification for use by developers. 

 Develop a data dictionary describing different first responder specific data types and their data 

protection requirements.  

 Develop a tiered data protection hierarchy for use in determining an application’s level of data 

protection.  

5.4 APCO Key Attribute Refinement and Additions 

 Applications will declare what data they handle. 

 Application will declare what data protection they implement. 
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6. Location Information 

 

6.1 Existing Key Attributes  

 App discloses what location information is being provided, whether the GPS/location services of 

the device needs to be enabled, how location information is being determined (cell ID, GPS, 

AGPS), and whether 2D or 3D 

 Adequate safeguards are in place to protect privacy, confidentiality  

6.2 Breakout Session Discussion Summary  

Public safety mobile applications will have access to and use location information provided by mobile 

devices to enhance their utility to public safety practitioners. Location information is actually a special 

subset of the more general topic of mobile application data protection. Location information, however, 

has the potential to have more immediate and severe implications to first responders. 

 

In general, location information provided to mobile applications will either be two- or three-dimensional. 

There are at least three factors that will influence to what extent public safety should use the location 

information being provided: accuracy, integrity, and confidentiality. Location information can be derived 

using various sources and techniques with each providing varying levels of accuracy. The integrity of the 

location information may need to be protected so that false location information is not provided that 

interferes with a timely response. Under certain circumstances, location information being generated may 

need to be kept confidential so as to not endanger public safety personnel. That said; seamless, efficient, 

and ubiquitous location communication stands to both empower and enrich public safety as they seek to 

fulfill their mission. Both public safety mobile application developers and users need to understand how 

accurate location information is and how that data is protected (integrity and confidentiality) in order to 

create and use applications in the most effective and secure manner.  

 

During the breakout discussions, various themes emerged about location information. Both breakout 

groups expressed concern over who should have control of location tracking services. It was suggested 

that both end-users and supervisors should have the ability to turn location tracking on and off. This 

provides end-users with the flexibility to address needs in the field while simultaneously giving 

supervisors the ability to better support the end-user while they may otherwise be engaged with other 

duties. This feature also provides for administering mobile devices by allowing the location tracking 

capability to be configured without touching every device.  

 

Similar to the notion of who has control over location services, attendees discussed how to control who 

has access to the location information. This is of particular concern to law enforcement agencies as covert 

movement can be paramount to both agent safety and mission success.  

 

With regard to both control and access, applications should, in the very least, make explicit declarations 

as to their capabilities and intentions. 

 

Another theme discussed was the accuracy and freshness of location information. There was agreement 

that the type of use case, operation, or event being discussed would be a significant factor in determining 

these requirements. Discussions about what is considered “real-time” for location information was 

explored including increments of 1 minute, 5 minutes, or best available. Depending on the operational 

needs, all of these might be acceptable for a given mobile application.  
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Finally participants examined how location information might be exchanged and used among 

applications. They expressed concern that there currently is no standard for how mobile applications 

might transmit their location information. This complicates the ecosystem, not only in the relationship 

between an application developer and the PSAP, but also between varying first responder organizations 

that may have the need to collaborate.  

 

Outside of the realm of mobile applications there exists a body of work relating to the digital exchange of 

location. Table 6-1 contains a list of existing standards that may serve as starting off points. Further work 

must be done to evaluate their applicability to the Public Safety space. 1 

 

Table 6-1 - Location Exchange Standards 

Location Exchange Mechanism  Relevant Standards Documents  

Emergency Incident Data Document 

(EIDD) 
 NENA-INF-005 NENA/APCO Emergency 

Incident Data Document (EIDD) 

HELD – HTTP Enabled Location Delivery  RFC 5985 HTTP Enabled Location Delivery 

(HELD) 

 RFC 6155 Use of Device Identity in HTTP-

Enabled Location Delivery (HELD) 

 RFC 6753 A Location Deference Protocol Using 

HTTP-Enabled Location Delivery (HELD) 

PIDF-LO – Presence Information Data 

Format Location 
 RFC 4119 A Presence-based GEOPRIV Location 

Object Format 

 RFC 5139[76] Revised Civic Location Format 

for Presence Information Data Format Location 

Object (PIDF-LO) 

 RFC 5491 GEOPRIV Presence Information Data 

Format Location Object (PIDF-LO) Usage 

Clarification, Considerations, and 

Recommendations  

SIP – Session Initiation Protocol  RFC 6442 Location Conveyance for the Session 

Initiation Protocol  

 

6.3 Next Steps  

 Evaluate and recommend standards for exchanging location information. 

 Evaluate feasibility of centrally managing location information services.  

6.4 APCO Key Attribute Refinement and Additions 

 Application location features must be configurable either by user control, remote management, 

and/or location/mission-based profiles. 

 Applications should be built with options for location refresh rate: best-available vs. every minute 

vs. every 5 minutes to suit operational need. 

                                                      
1 Special thanks to Intrado Inc. for their contribution to this section 
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 Applications must declare who is getting the location information and make clear what kind of 

control users have over the location information. 

 Applications must declare all location information being gathered and whether that data is 

transmitted, stored, or both. When location information is transmitted, the application must 

declare where the location information is being transmitted. 
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7. Identity Management  

 

7.1 Existing Key Attributes 

 Securely supports identity management 

7.2 Breakout Session Discussion Summary 

First responders may use mobile applications to access network resources and public safety related 

information such as a CJIS or record management systems (RMS). To enable access control to these 

resources and information, public safety mobile application developers will need to understand the 

identity management mechanisms available for them to leverage, and what is practical for use by the 

public safety practitioners.  

NIST describes identity management as: 

The process of managing the identification, authentication, and authorization associated with 

individuals or entities (devices, processes, etc.)[3] 

The two factors that influence the assurance of the identities include how well an identity is proofed or 

vetted and the type(s) of credential (something you know, something you have, or something you are) 

used by the system. In general, combining the types of credentials used increases assurance and is called 

multi-factor authentication.   

Law enforcement representatives discussed how the CJIS verification worked from the user’s point of 

view. CJIS servers authenticate stationary and mobile device terminals (MDTs) at different levels, with 

stationary terminals granted a higher access level than their mobile counterparts. IP addresses are used to 

identify and register individual terminals for access to server resources. Officers that have passed the CJIS 

certification class then use their fingerprint or other type of credential to access the CJIS terminal.  

This discussion illustrates the need for both device (terminals) and people (users) identities. It was pointed 

out that having possession of the device was the best credential for access to FirstNet but additional 

credentials would be needed to actually use the network. Since there are authentication mechanisms (e.g., 

passwords, PINs, and fingerprint readers) to gain local access to the device, the question about how they 

might be leveraged by mobile applications was asked.  

Concerns were voiced about the usability and practically of the authentication mechanisms given public 

safety’s dynamic operating environment. Emergency responders, for example, may be hindered by 

requiring two-factor authentication for their applications. During a non-emergency time, it may be 

acceptable to require authentication before a communication transmission or information request is 

performed. However, during an emergency event, it might be acceptable to lower the level of 

authentication or eliminate it all together before a communication transmission or information request is 

performed. For example, a man-down call might not require any authentication before the transmission is 

made. In addition, a first responder may not have the time or ability to enter identity credentials (such as a 

password or PIN) in an emergency situation.   

This led to the discussion of a hierarchy or levels of authentication based on the situation; or situational 

authentication. In order for something like situational authentication to occur, the different categories of 

situations would need to be defined and standardized as well as acceptable levels of authentication for 
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given operations/functions. Then a mapping between the situation categories and authentication levels for 

given operations/functions would need to be defined and standardized. 

7.3 Next Steps  

 Establish a hierarchy of authentication. 
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8. Recommendations 

 

8.1 APCO Key Attribute Update Summary 

The following is the list of recommendations and requirements resulting from the workshop that should 

be considered for inclusion in the APCO Key Attribute document: 

 Applications should report their battery impact using accurate battery metrics. 

 Battery intensive applications should be dynamically configurable to adjust their power needs. 

Possible options include: 

o User control, 

o Role/mission based power management profiles, and  

o Real time remote control to meet situational demands. 

 Applications must prove they use the network in an efficient and responsible manner. 

 Application location features should be configurable either by user control, remote management, 

or location/mission based profiles. 

 Applications should be built with options for location refresh rate: best-available vs. every minute 

vs. every 5 minutes to suit operational need. 

 Applications must declare who is getting the location information and make clear what kind of 

control users have over the location information. 

 Applications must declare all information being gathered and whether that data is transmitted, 

stored, or both. When data is transmitted, the application must declare where the data is being 

transmitted. 

 Application will declare what data protection they implement. 

 

8.2  Further Research Areas  

Several activities were identified for further research as possible next steps. The following is the list of 

possible activities identified from the workshop: 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of existing metrics for battery usage. If no suitable metric exists, the 

public safety community may need to establish one.  

 Evaluate the effectiveness of power management profiles based on different first responder roles. 

 Evaluate the feasibility of remote power management. 
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 Identify and explain to the public safety community what it means to use the FirstNet network 

responsibly in terms of network throughput. 

 Discover the real world network load limitations of LTE deployments.  

 Evaluate the applicability/appropriateness of vendor QoS features for use in on demand first 

responder network control. 

 Establish a testing and certification infrastructure for apps for public safety. 

 Develop guidelines for how the public safety community can take advantage of software quality 

and security work in the general mobile app marketplace.   

 Specify an API so that app developers can interact with the public safety system. 

 Identify and document methods of communicating with the public how apps actually interact with 

the public safety system. 

 Evaluate and recommend standards for exchanging location information. 

 Evaluate feasibility of centrally managing location information services.  

 Develop a data dictionary describing different first responder specific data types and their data 

protection requirements.  

 Develop a data protection specification for use by developers. 

 Develop a tiered data protection hierarchy for use in determining an application’s level of data 

protection. 

 Establish a hierarchy of authentication.   
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Appendix A—Acronyms  

Selected acronyms and abbreviations used in the guide are defined below. 

AGPS  Assisted Global Positioning System 

ANSI  American National Standards Institute  

APCO  Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials 

API  Application Programming Interface 

BYOD  Bring Your Own Device 

CJIS  Criminal Justice Information System 

DHS OIC   Department of Homeland Security Office of Interoperability and Compatibility 

DHS OEC  Department of Homeland Security Office of Emergency Communication 

DoS  Denial of Service 

eNB  Evolved Node B 

FBI  Federal Bureau of Investigation 

GPS  Global Positioning System 

HIPAA  Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

LTE  Long Term Evolution 

MDT  Mobile Device Terminals 

NIST  National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NPSTC  National Public Safety Telecommunications Council 

NTIA  National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

PSAP  Public Safety Access Point 

PSCR  Public Safety Communication Research 

QoS  Quality of Service 

SDK  Software Development Kit 

VPN  Virtual Private Network 
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Appendix E—Handout Material 

The following was provided to the attendees before the workshop to provide some scope and context for 

the discussions to take place during the breakout sessions:  

 

Expanded Description of Security Topics for Breakout Session Discussions 

I. Battery life issues 

o APCO Key Attribute “Minimal strain on battery life” (Operability) 

 
The quantification of a mobile application’s battery load will be paramount when choosing which 

applications to deploy in the first responder mobile device infrastructure.  

Example Scenario: Designing the Application Ecosystem for a FEMA Response Team 

A FEMA Urban Search and Rescue Task Force (US&R) is deployed to a building collapse 

scenario. Field agents are equipped with mobile devices whose suite of mobile applications has 

been selected to maximize the device’s battery life. Location aware applications, while potentially 

taxing on battery performance, are allowed on the devices due to the nature of the dangers 

inherent in fieldwork. Other non-critical applications are designed to sense when to abdicate 

battery utilization if they detect extra load on the device. 

 

Identifying Public Safety’s Needs 

1. What are the phases of a response for a building collapse?   

2. Who are the players, and what are their respective roles/responsibilities? 

3. What is the expected time between charges for each player and scenario?   

4. What scenarios require continuous or intensive location identification and tracking? 

5. What data-intensive applications are most important in the field (e.g. maps, transmission of 

patient data, floor plans, high resolution photos, video)?  

6. Should high availability applications (data or processing intensive) display adaptive behavior 

(dial back power needs) if they determine they are placing too much strain on a device? 

Understanding the Technology Behind the Apps 

1. Among the data-intensive needs of public safety, which features will place the heaviest drain on a 

device’s battery? 

2. What other types of apps drain the battery quickly? 

3. How much emphasis is placed on battery efficiency during app development? 

4. How much consideration is placed on battery impact when choosing apps for deployment?   

5. In what ways can we quantify the battery effect of an application on a device? 

a. Verizon ranks popular apps in their store and uses a closed source method of ranking 

battery performance on a scale from 1 to 5. 

b. AT&T provides an open source tool: ARO for monitoring network usage, Bluetooth 

usage, and battery consumption for various mobile device platforms. 

Potential Requirements 

1. Scale-down battery-intensive functions whenever possible 

a. Allow “austere” modes 

b. Avoid duplicative tracking when devices are sure to be in close proximity 

2. Provide estimates of battery life for each operational choice and create easily-consumable 

guidance for maximizing battery life in an app 

 

http://support.verizonwireless.com/support/information/app_ranking/criteria.html
http://developer.att.com/developer/forward.jsp?passedItemId=13800096
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II. Location information issues 

o APCO Key Attribute “App discloses what location information is being provided…” and 

“Adequate safeguards are in place to protect privacy, confidentiality” (Location 

Information) 

 
Mobile public safety applications will have access to location information to enhance their utility. In 

general, the location information provided to mobile applications is two-dimensional. However, some 

public safety applications may require three-dimensional location information such as conducting a search 

within a building or on a mountainside.  

Location information provided to mobile devices originates from different sources leveraging various 

techniques that result in different accuracy levels for the location information.  

The extent that public safety relies on the location information may vary based on the source, accuracy, 

and integrity (i.e. continued validity) of the information. In addition, the location information may be 

considered sensitive information requiring it to be confidentiality protected.  

The following two scenarios describe how location information might be used by a public safety mobile 

application: 

As part of a covert operation, an undercover officer is using a mobile application on his/her 

mobile device to provide operation information (such as video, voice, location, etc.) back to the 

operation’s command center. 

 

During a response to a building fire, a firefighter uses a mobile application on his/her mobile 

device to navigate through the building as well as provide firefighter location to the fire incident 

commander.   

 

Identifying Public Safety’s Needs 

1. Under what conditions does location information need to be confidential? (also see Data 

Protection, below) 

2. What are considered “adequate safeguards” for location information privacy/confidentiality? 

3. Under what conditions does location information need to be kept private? 

4. Does the source of the location information need to be verified? 

5. Does the integrity of the location information need to be verified? 

6. Does the source, or technique to determine, the location information suggest how the information 

will be used?  

7. What public safety mobile apps benefit using two-dimensional location information? 

8. What public safety mobile apps benefit using three-dimensional location information?  

9. Understanding the Technology Behind the Apps 

 

The following are some common techniques mobile devices use to obtain location information and 

their associated accuracies:  

a. Global Position System (GPS) capabilities within a mobile device can provide an 

accuracy within about 3 meters when outdoors,  

b. Location based service providers provide location information with various levels of 

accuracy based on techniques they choose to use, and  

c. The communications network can provide location information to the mobile device 

using triangulation techniques with accuracy within about 1200 meters using three 
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towers, and in the near future LTE proximity services will improve accuracy by 

leveraging more of the communication infrastructure, specifically other mobile devices.   

Potential Requirements 

1. Apps that track first responder devices must ensure that location information is not made 

available to unauthorized users. 

2. App users and procuring agencies should have the ability to toggle location tracking on and off 

based on operational and administrative needs. 

3. App providers should clearly describe measures to protect users’ location information. 

 
III. Unintentional Denial of Service (DoS) Issues 

o This describes a situation where access to a website or server is denied, not due to a 

deliberate attack, but as a result of a sudden spike in user traffic.  (Candidate for a new 

APCO Key Attribute.) 

 

Example Scenario:  

A large earthquake has occurred in a major metropolitan area.  Traffic across the cell 

infrastructure spikes in the following ways: 

Application Layer: 911 call centers are flooded with requests from 911-communication-

equipped applications (for example, texting to 9-1-1).  

 

The Access Network: Due to the quake, first responders are now clustered in areas carrying 

out their respective duties (firemen may be working as teams engaged in rescue operations, 

police may be working in teams to direct traffic). Because of the increase in network traffic 

and the geographic proximity of first responders, local eNBs (cellular base stations) are now 

under increased strain. 

 

Identifying Public Safety’s Needs 

1. How must multiple 911 apps reporting the same incident be controlled or triaged? 

2. What kind of information must flow from responders in the field, and from what levels 

(policeman, fireman, chiefs, incident commanders)? 

3. What data-intensive applications are most important in the field (e.g. maps, transmission of 

patient data, floor plans, high resolution photos, video)? 

Understanding the Technology Behind the Apps 

1. How can applications equipped to communicate with 911 play well on the network to prevent 911 

call center infrastructures from collapsing under the weight of heavy use? 

2. How should applications that mean to send data across the network act in order to “play nice” so 

as not to overload and shutdown the cell network? 

3. Should public safety mobile applications be stratified by their data input/output requirements in 

order to better judge their distribution amongst the first responder community (i.e. should 

instances of applications with higher data throughput requirements not be deployed on as many 

devices). 

4. Could apps “detect” strain on the network and reduce their impact on the network (e.g. video 

streaming applications down-scaling their video quality)? 

Potential Requirements 

1. Apps that interface with public safety users should incorporate measures to minimize severe 

strain on communications networks. 
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IV. Data protection 

o APCO Key Attribute “Sensitive information is stored and transmitted using encryption” 

(Security)   

 
Mobile public safety application developers will need to understand the protection requirements of the 

data being accessed as well as for the data created by the application in order to properly protect it.  

Since the mobile applications may be accessing remote databases and storing data on the mobile device, 

data protection may need to cover the data in transit as it travels across a communications network and at 

rest while stored on the mobile device. 

Data protection can be broken down into the following general categories: protecting data from 

unauthorized disclosure (or confidentiality), protecting data from modification (or integrity), and being 

able to access the data when it is needed (or availability).   

In general, the owner of the data being accessed and/or created determines the data protection 

requirements. The data owner’s decision may be motivated by legal as well as policy requirements. For 

example, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [1] governs the data protection 

requirements related to health information/records. Similarly, the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information 

Services (CJIS) Security Policy governs the data protection requirements related to Criminal Justice 

Information (CJI).  

Example scenarios: 

During a traffic stop, an officer determines the need to run the driver’s identity through a CJIS 

system to determine if the driver has any current outstanding warrants or criminal history, so the 

officer uses a mobile application to access a CJIS system and receive the results of the query. 

 

During a medical emergency response, a paramedic uses a mobile application to collect a 

patient’s information (name, age, gender, age, etc.) as well as to monitor the patient’s vital signs 

(heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, etc.). In addition, the mobile application forwards the 

patient information to the hospital the patient will be taken to.  

 

Identifying Public Safety’s Needs 

1. What is considered sensitive data? 

2. Is sensitive data sufficiently defined by legal/regulatory compliance requirements? 

3. How is sensitive data identified and labeled? 

4. How is the type of data protection needed/required determined? 

5. What types of data protection are needed/required? 

6. What types of data need/require privacy protection? (such as personnel information, user/agency 

data) 

Understanding the Technology Behind the Apps 

1. How do methods and levels of data protection impact app performance?   

Potential Requirements 

1. Privacy policy is easily accessible and contains readily understandable terms.  

2. Personal information, including location information, stored on the device is not accessed or 

shared unless privacy policy states otherwise.  

3. Any use of data extracted from the user or public safety agency through operation of the app 

other than for the necessary functionality of the app is fully disclosed. 
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4. Applications should provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability protection of data based on 

its sensitivity, legal, regulatory, and policy requirements. 

5. Applications should protect data using standardized cryptographic techniques. 

 

V. Mobile application vetting 

o APCO Key Attribute “Free from malicious code” and “Secure from known 

vulnerabilities or fully disclosed known vulnerabilities” (Security) 

 
The public safety community will want to know if apps are safe for use and if the app meets the 

requirements of the community.  Since app testing can be expensive and time-consuming, it is important 

to focus on the most critical aspects that can be tested and to develop a strategy that minimizes multiple 

tests.   

Example Scenario: 

A public safety agency planning to procure an app seeks third party verification that the app 

meets public safety requirements.  The third party supplies a report in a standardized format that 

uses common measures and terminology to allow for consistent comparisons of apps across 

agencies and vetting services.   

 

Identifying Public Safety’s Needs 

1. What are the best ways for public safety to be able to have confidence that an app is safe for use? 

2. Should public safety rely upon a seal of approval or other certification?  Should such seal or 

certification come from government, industry, or APCO? 

3. The security and software assurance community is addressing general security for mobile apps.  

How can the public safety community support these efforts and use them effectively to meet 

public safety needs?   

4. What does public safety need from testing reports to make informed choices?   

5. Who should do the testing?  

6. How should the reports be shared?   

7. What information needs to be in reports?   

8. Who should produce or be responsible for the reports?  

9. How does the public safety community currently share information about product performance 

that could be applied to app testing?   

10. Do the most trusted resources involve third-party evaluation or community-based input (open 

forums)?   

Understanding the Technology Behind the Apps 

1. Apps are just like any software and are vulnerable to commonly known risks of infection, 

malware, and other cyber threats. 

Potential Requirements  

1. While the specifics of mobile device management (MDM) services are out of scope for this 

workshop, we could define a set of common report features for consideration by mobile 

application scanners/security services to allow for quick and consistent review and comparison. 

Furthermore, we will seek to include references to common software weaknesses 

(see http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/490.html). A common or interoperable reporting format 

stands to benefit the entire first responder application ecosystem.  

 

VI. Identity management 

http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/490.html
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o APCO Key Attribute “Securely supports identity management” 

 
Mobile public safety application developers need to understand the identity management mechanisms 

available to their applications, and when and which of these mechanisms should be used to enhance the 

capabilities of their application.  To be more specific, mobile applications will be using identity 

credentials issued by an identity management system to enable the application to access public safety 

related information systems such as a CJIS or record management system.  

In general, the following steps are used by identity management systems: enrollment application/request, 

identity proofing, identity credential issuance, identity credential usage, identity credential revocation, 

credential identity expiration, and possibly identity credential re-issuance/updating.  

The level of assurance provided by an identity credential is driven by the rigor of identity proofing done 

before the credential is issued and the type of credential issued. The following identity proofing 

techniques are listed by which technique provides the least to most assurance before an identity credential 

is issued: none, verification of some information of record (such as address), sponsor appearing before the 

credential issuer, and the individual/device appearing in person before the credential issuer.    

Identity credentials can be categorized as something you know (passwords, PINs, one-time passwords), 

something you have (cryptographic based tokens such as smart cards, etc.), and something you are 

(biometrics such as fingerprint, retina, etc.). The assurance of an identity can be increased by combining 

different categories of identity credentials and is called multi-factor authentication. Finally, the way the 

identity credential is handled (can it be replicated) and stored (software/hardware) will also impact the 

level of assurance for the identity.  

Example Scenarios: 

A detective is at a restaurant and decides to use a mobile application to access criminal justice 

information as part of the case being investigated, so the detective needs to authenticate his/her 

identity to gain access to the information.  

 

At the beginning of their shift, firefighters authenticate their identities to mobile devices they 

received from firefighters on the previous shift in order to gain access to databases they are 

authorized to access. 

 

Identifying Public Safety’s Needs 

1. What types of applications require identity management? 

2. What identity proofing mechanisms (none, in-person, sponsor based for devices and individuals, 

verification of some information of record, etc.) are acceptable to public safety? 

3. What types of credentials/mechanisms are acceptable for use by public safety? 

4. What third party identity management infrastructures are acceptable, if any? 

Understanding the Technology Behind the Apps 

1. What types of credentials/mechanisms are supported by mobile devices?  

2. Does the application contain the identity management system or does it leverage an existing 

identity management system? 

3. In what ways can the mobile device be used as an identity credential? 

4. Can the mobile device use multiple identity credentials?  

5. How does the mobile device handle revocation of an identity credential?  

Potential Requirements 
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5. Applications should support the use of strong authentication mechanisms such as multi-factor and 

cryptographic techniques. 

6. Applications should support the use of credentials issued by different organizations/entities. 

7. Applications should verify the status of identity credentials – revoked, suspended, etc.  
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Appendix F—Workshop Presentations 

The following presentations were given at the workshop:  

 

Public Safety Mobile 

Applicat ion Security 

Requirements Workshop: 

Overview 
Objectives, Scope, and Structure 

Objectives 
! Begin/ continue dialog between the public safety  

and mobile applicat ion development communit ies 

! Document init ial security requirements for public 

safety mobile applicat ions 

! Document strategies for conformity assessment of  

the public safety mobile application security 
requirements 

! Refine APCO’s Key Attributes of  Effective Apps for 

Public Safety and Emergency Response 
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Scope 
! Focus on mobile application development 

! Public safety security requirements 

! Software assurance techniques and tools 

! Out of  Scope 

! Mobile operat ing system vulnerabilit ies 

! Mobile operat ing system hardening and configurat ion 

! Mobile device profile management 

! Mobile applicat ion whitelist ing 

! Mobile applicat ion sandboxing 

Structure 
! Background 

! Overview of  APCO’s Key Attributes of  Effect ive Apps for 
Public Safety and Emergency Response 

! Overview of  the breakout sessions topics (and possible 
init ial discussions) 

! Breakout sessions 

! Two breakout session groups 

! Each group will discuss three topics for about 75 minutes 

! After a shor t break, each group will discuss three different 
topics for about 75 minutes 

! Everyone will get a chance to discuss all six topics and 
propose other topics for future discussions 

! Summary of  findings 
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Post Workshop 
! Refinement of  APCO’s Key Attributes of  Effective Apps 

for Public Safety and Emergency Response 

! NIST whitepaper capturing: 

! The init ial security requirements for public safety mobile 
applicat ions and their just ificat ion for the topics discussed 
at the workshop 

! Addit ional public safety mobile applicat ion security 
requirement topics that need fur ther investigation and 
discussion 

! Strategies for conformity assessment of  security 
requirement for public safety mobile applicat ions 

! Possible next steps 

Questions 
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Breakout Topics Overview 

The Six Topics 
! Battery Life 

! Unintentional Denial of  Service (DoS) 

! Mobile Application Vett ing 

! Location Information 

! Data Protection 

! Identity Management 
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Battery Life 
! Facilitator: Michael Ogata 

! APCO key attribute:  

! “ Minimize strain on battery life”  

! Battery life usage of  mobile applicat ions differ for 
various reasons 

! Wireless technologies (celluar, bluetooth, WiFi, etc.) usage 

! Mobile device display usage 

! CPU usage 

! The development of  mobile applicat ions to efficiently 
use the  battery would be helpful 

Unintentional Denial of  

Service (DoS) 
! Facilitator: Michael Ogata 

! Denial of  service not due to deliberate attack but 

as a result of  a spike in user traffic 

! Potential APCO Key Attribute 

! Mobile applications should designed to optimize 

network usage 

! Limit ing idle connections 

! Efficient caching 

! Adapting to network load 
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Mobile Applicat ion Vett ing 
! Facilitator: Barbara Guttman 

! APCO key attribute 

! “ Free from malicious code”   

! “ Secure from known vulnerabilit ies or fully disclosed 

 known vulnerabilit ies”   

! How can these things be determined and 

communicated to users 

! What are some of  the variables – t ime, cost, 

technology 

Location Information 
! Facilitator: Jay English 

! APCO key attribute 

! “App discloses what location information is being provided…”  

! “Adequate safeguards are in place to protect privacy, 

confidentiality”  

! Mobile applications will use locat ion information in various 

ways 

! When should the integrity of  the locat ion informat ion be verified? 

! When should the source of  the location informat ion be verified? 

! When should location informat ion be confidential? 

! The development of  mobile applicat ions to use and protect 

location information may be crit ical 
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Data Protection 
! Facilitator: Alex Kreilein 

! APCO key attribute 

! “ Sensitive information is stored and transmitted using 
encryption”  

! Mobile applicat ions will need to be developed to protect 
informat ion 

! What information needs protect ion? 

! When is integrity protection enough? 

! When is confidentiality protect ion required? 

! Under what circumstances can/ should informat ion 
protection be by-passed? 

Identity Management 
! Facilitator: Nelson Hastings 

! APCO key attribute: 

! “ Securely suppor ts identity management”  

! Mobile applications may need to interact with 
identity management systems to control access 

! Record management systems 

! Criminal just ice informat ion systems (CJIS) 

! What technologies exist for the mobile environment 

and are acceptable for public safety use? 
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Let the discussions begin 
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